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Abstract—This paper presents the development of a single-phase
utility-interactive inverter for residential power generation to meet
the specifications laid down for the 2005 Future Energy Challenge
Competition sponsored by U.S. DOE and IEEE.

The proposed inverter system is capable of working in both
stand-alone and grid-connected mode. A control scheme for imple-
menting both modes of operation is presented, which has simple
structure with smaller number of sensors. The proposed control
algorithm including the whole system control is implemented on a
low cost, fixed-point DSP TMS320F2812. The experimental results
from a 1 kW prototype show that the proposed inverter system
exhibits not only low THD grid current during the grid-connected
mode and well regulated inverter voltage during the stand-alone
mode, but also smooth and automatic transfer between the two
modes of operation.

Index Terms—Fuel cell, Future Energy Challence Competition,
grid-connected, LCL filter, + resonant, stand-alone, utility-in-
teractive inverter.

I. INTRODUCTION

UTILITY interactive inverters converting dc power sources
such as photovoltaics or fuel cells to ac grid systems are

increasingly becoming popular as the energy crisis and environ-
mental concern become the driving force for alternative energy.
In general, the inverters employed in the small distributed
generation is required to have the following characteristics:
1) allowable for wide output voltage variation of distributed
energy sources; 2) assured output power quality with low THD
and voltage/current flickering as well as frequency deviation;
and 3) available for isolated operation and line parallel opera-
tion. In addition to these requirements, the inverter cost must
also decrease while at the same time increasing efficiency,
reliability, and power quality levels. The cost reduction of the
inverters will enable the small distributed generation system
to penetrate rapidly into the utility market and to provide
load flexibility to bring significant lifestyle enhancements to
remote areas in the developing world [1]. There have been
many researches on three-phase grid-tie inverters [2]–[4], but
few studies have been undertaken on a single-phase utility-
interactive inverter capable of working in both grid- connected
and stand-alone mode.

This paper presents the development of a single-phase utility-
interactive inverter for residential power generation to meet the
specifications laid down for the 2005 Future Energy Challenge
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Fig. 1. Proposed utility interactive inverter system.

Competition sponsored by U.S. DOE and IEEE. The inverter
should be able to work grid-connected at unity power factor
and stand-alone providing power for a resistive load. The in-
verter must be efficient and comply with requirements for har-
monic control, interconnection and safety standards according
to IEEE1547.

The proposed utility-interactive inverter has the following
features.

• The inverter is operated in both grid-connected and
stand-alone mode, and switching between the two modes
is shown to be smooth and automatic.

• The proposed ac current and voltage control schemes
show high performance and simple structure with smaller
number of sensors.

• The proposed control scheme including the whole system
control is implemented on a low cost, fixed point DSP
TMS320F2812.

• The proposed single-phase inverter is suitable for utility-
interactive residential power generation.

The control scheme is presented to implement both modes of
operation. The mode transfer strategy for the proposed scheme
is provided. The LCL filter design is detailed. Finally, the exper-
imental results from a 1 kW prototype are presented to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed control scheme.

II. PROPOSED UTILITY INTERACTIVE INVERTER

A. System Configuration

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the proposed utility interac-
tive inverter system consisting of a distributed energy source,
a dc-dc converter, a dc-ac inverter with a LCL filter, a static
transfer switch, and an emergency load. The inverter should
be able to supply a continuous 1 kW power from a dc voltage
varying from 30 V to 60 V to a single-phase utility line of 110 V
60 Hz. The distributed energy source could be fuel cells or solar
cells, and in this paper the design and control will be based on
fuel cell application.
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Fig. 2. DC-AC inverter control diagram for utility-interactive operation.

The dc-dc converter converts a unregulated voltage to a reg-
ulated 220 VDC. The full-bridge type is a topology of choice
with which a phase-shift PWM technique can be implemented
to achieve zero voltage switching, reducing turn-on loss of the
switch. A PI compensator is used for the voltage control. A cur-
rent control is also implemented to improve the dynamic charac-
teristic of the system and to reduce current ratings of the power
components during load transient condition. The single-phase
dc-ac inverter converts a 220 VDC to a regulated 110 VAC 60
Hz. An output LCL filter is employed to reduce the ripple com-
ponents due to PWM switching operation and draw a low THD
ac waveform in the utility.

Static transfer switch “S1” is used to disconnect and recon-
nect the inverter output to the grid. When switch “S1” is closed,
which is so called grid-connected mode, the inverter is operated
in the current-controlled mode and current is controlled to
regulate the demanded power at unity power factor. In case of
utility interruption or abnormal grid condition switch “S1” is
open, which is so called stand-alone mode, the inverter is op-
erated in the voltage-controlled mode and is controlled to
regulate the required output voltage across the emergency load.

B. Inverter Control for Utility Interactive Operation

Fig. 2 shows a control block diagram for the proposed utility-
interactive inverter system. In the grid-connected mode control
switch Q1 is connected to “1” and in the stand-alone mode con-
trol switch Q1 is connected to “2”. A P+Resonant controller has
been adopted for inverter output voltage in the stand-alone mode
to reduce the steady-state error, and a inner current loop has been
used to increase the dynamic performance during the transient
state since the current loop acts as an “active damper” during the
transient state such as a sudden load variation [12]. The inner
current control loop with a voltage feed-forward has good per-
formance when the grid voltage is distorted by low order har-
monics. The inner current loop has also been used for grid cur-
rent in the grid-connected mode, therefore an additional con-
troller for grid current is not needed.

In the grid-connected mode, inverter current reference
is obtained from the commanded power as shown in Fig. 2. The
commanded real power and reactive power are transformed

Fig. 3. System block diagram for current control.

into axis current which becomes inverter current refer-
ence and axis current in the stationary reference frame
as shown below [5]

(1)

where and , and and is the
magnitude and phase angle of the grid voltage generated from
PLL block, respectively. An output voltage feed- forward is im-
plemented to eliminate the steady-state error and improve the
transient characteristics. Fig. 3 shows the system block diagram
for current control with the output voltage feed-forward.

The transfer function of reference-to-actual inverter current
can be obtained from Fig. 3 by

(2)

where

With the transfer function (2) can be simplified as

(3)

The magnitude gain at the grid frequency becomes,

(4)

This is because the first term in the denominator of (3) be-
comes since the grid fre-
quency is much smaller than the resonant frequency

, where . That is, it means that the
steady state error at the grid frequency could be zero without
regard to the system parameters. If , the error depends
on the system parameters such as and as we can see
from (2). Also, the digital implementation of a PI control with a
voltage feed-forward may cause an instability problem related to
the filter delay or control time delay if the sampling frequency
of the DSP is comparatively low, and therefore the sampling
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Fig. 4. Simulated waveforms showing steady-state and transience response of
proposed current control. (a) Without the feed-forward control. (b) With the
feed-forward control.

frequency should be chosen high enough to avoid instability
problem.

Fig. 4 shows the validity of the proposed current control
method with the output voltage feed-forward in the grid-con-
nected mode. The grid current is being ramping up to the rated
value of 1 kW. It can be seen that there exist both steady-state
and transient errors without the output voltage feed-forward.
The elimination of both steady-state and transient errors can be
clearly seen with the output voltage feed-forward.

In the stand-alone mode, a double-loop control of outer-loop
voltage control and inner-loop current control is performed.
Also, control switch Q2 is connected to “2” so that inverter
voltage reference is obtained from a self-generated signal
which is independent of the grid voltage.

During the stand-alone mode an ac voltage regulation should
be performed, but the conventional PI regulator in the stationary
frame can not eliminate steady-state errors due to finite gain at a
frequency of the grid voltage [6]. A synchronous frame PI reg-
ulator can achieve zero steady error by shifting the ac quantities
at a frequency of the grid voltage to dc quantities in the rotating
reference frame so that the conventional PI regulator can be
used. However, this synchronous frame PI regulator is compli-
cated and computationally expensive especially in single-phase
system due to the following reasons [7]; A fictitious orthog-
onal phase is required for single-phase system. Transforma-
tion of ac quantities in the stationary frame into dc quantities in
rotating frame and vice versa is required. The cross-coupling

Fig. 5. Simulated waveforms showing steady-state and transience response of
proposed voltage control.

terms should be considered. Therefore, it is a burden for a low
cost fixed point DSP controller such as TMS320F240 to imple-
ment the synchronous frame PI regulator along with the whole
system control algorithm.

The P+Resonant regulator is shown to have zero steady state
errors in the stationary frame and stable and good transient per-
formance [8]. Fig. 5 shows the steady-state and transient re-
sponse of the proposed voltage control method employing the
P+Resonant regulator. It can be seen that there is no steady-state
error during continuous modulation and only a little error at a
step load change. Control switch Q2 is connected to “2” only ex-
cept during a transfer from stand-alone mode to grid-connected
mode at which switch Q2 is connected to “1” so that the in-
verter output voltage matches the grid voltage both in magnitude
and phase before switch S1 is turned on and the grid-connected
mode begins.

C. Mode Transfer Strategy

The utility-interactive inverter is required to switch seam-
lessly between the current control for the grid-connected mode
and the voltage control for the stand-alone mode so that the op-
eration ensures a smooth voltage profile across the load to avoid
inrush currents and a smooth current profile into the grid to avoid
voltage spikes [9].
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Transfer From Grid-Connected Mode to Stand-Alone Mode:
Assume the inverter is operating in the current-controlled mode
with switch S1 closed. When a fault on the grid occurs, the
grid voltage begins to drop or swell. The fault detection cir-
cuitry gives a turn off signal to S1 when the grid voltage is out
of the normal operating voltage range. If an attempt to switch
the inverter to voltage-control mode is made before S1 is actu-
ally turned off (A triac is essentially turned off when the cur-
rent through it goes zero) abnormal voltage across inductors
may occur due to large current through the capacitor resulting
in failure of voltage control for stand-alone mode operation.
Therefore, the transfer from grid-connected mode to stand-alone
mode should be performed in the following sequence.

1) Detect a fault on the grid.
2) Give a turn off signal to switch S1.
3) Switch the inverter to voltage-control mode at the next zero

crossing with voltage reference being measured from in-
verter output voltage .

4) Gradually increase the voltage reference to the desired
value.

Transfer From Stand-Alone Mode to Grid-Connected Mode:
Assume the inverter is operating in the voltage- controlled mode
with switch S1 open. When a fault on the grid is cleared and the
grid voltage comes back on within the normal operating voltage
range, the phase and magnitude of the grid voltage and the in-
verter output voltage may not match. The inverter is operated to
adjust the inverter output voltage to match the grid voltage. If S1
is closed before the match occurs, abnormal current on inductor

may occur due to large voltage across the inductor resulting
in failure of current control for grid-connected mode operation.
Therefore, the transfer from stand-alone mode to grid-connected
mode should be performed in the following sequence.

1) Detect that the grid voltage is within the normal operating
voltage range.

2) Adjust the phase and magnitude of the inverter output
voltage to match the grid voltage.

3) If the inverter output voltage matches the grid voltage, turn
on switch S1 at the next zero crossing.

4) Switch the inverter to current-control mode with current
reference being measured from inverter output current .

5) Gradually increase the current reference to the desired
value.

D. LCL Filter Design

A LCL filter is adopted in the proposed inverter system since
it has advantages over a LC filter: First, it has better attenuation
than a LC filter given the same size. Second, a LCL filter pro-
vides inductive output at the grid interconnection point to pre-
vent inrush current [10].

• The base values can be calculated as,

(5)

(6)

Where is the output line-to-line rms voltage and P is the
rated output power. The selection of filter capacitance

is a trade-off between reactive power in and equivalent
inductance . Filter capacitance should be limited by
the amount of reactive power absorbed in the capacitor [11]

(7)

where is the percentage of the reactive power absorbed
in the rated condition and is set to be 1% in this paper.

• The filter resonance frequency is determined to be 1.5
kHz which is one tenth of the inverter switching frequency

. Then, equivalent inductor can be obtained by

(8)

• The current ripple on the grid-side inductor at the switching
frequency should be attenuated with respect to the current
ripple on the equivalent inductance. To obtain the desired
current ripple attenuation of 20%, the following equation
should be satisfied [11]

(9)

Therefore, from (9) the grid-side inductance becomes
, resulting in .

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A 1 kW prototype inverter has been built, and experimental
waveforms are presented in this section. The parameters used in
the experiment are given by: Input voltage : 30–60 VDC dc
link voltage : 220 VDC Nominal grid voltage : 110 V at
60 Hz Nominal grid current : 2.73A (300 W) External
load : 24.2 (500 W) Emergency load : 48.3 (250 W).

Fig. 6 shows the experimental waveforms for a transfer from
grid-connected mode to stand-alone mode. It can be seen from
Fig. 6(a) that initially the inverter is injecting a current into the
grid at unity power factor. Right after the grid voltage drops
to 80 V which is out of the normal operating voltage range, a
turn-off signal is applied to S1. The switch actually turns off at
the next zero crossing of grid voltage (at the trigger position).
As shown in Fig. 6(b), the inverter output voltage to which the
emergency load is connected is shown to have no interruption at
the time of turning off S1 and switching from current control to
voltage control. Also, the inverter output voltage is being slowly
ramped up to the rated value.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental waveforms for a transfer
from stand-alone mode to grid-connected mode. The inverter
is feeding the emergency load. It can be seen from Fig. 7(a)
that right after the grid voltage comes back on to the nominal
voltage of 110 V the inverter starts adjusting to match the
phase and magnitude of the inverter output voltage to the grid
voltage. The phase mismatch of the inverter output voltage and
grid voltage decreases to zero in four cycles. Also, as shown
in Fig. 7(b) switch S1 is turned on at the zero crossing (at the
trigger position) after the match process, and grid current
start increasing slowly to the rated value. The measured THD
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Fig. 6. Experiment waveforms during a transition from grid-connected mode
to stand-alone mode.

Fig. 7. Experiment waveforms during a transition from stand-alone mode to
grid-connected mode. [Fig. 7(b) was measured several cycles after Fig. 7(a).]

of the grid current at the grid-connected mode and the inverter
output voltage at the stand-alone-mode were 3.35% and 3.82%,
respectively. The 2005 FEC specifications and the achieved
experimental performance of SNUT team are listed in Table I.
Photograph of the SNUT utility-interactive inverter system is
shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE I
2005 FEC SPECIFICATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL

PERFORMANCE OF SNUT TEAM PROTOTYPE

Fig. 8. Photograph of the SNUT utility-interactive inverter system.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper the development of a single-phase utility-inter-
active inverter for residential power generation is presented. A
control scheme with simple structure has been proposed to im-
plement both grid-connected and stand-alone modes of opera-
tion. The proposed control scheme including the system control
has been implemented on a fixed point DSP TMS320F2812.

It has been shown from the experimental results that the pro-
posed inverter system exhibits not only low THD grid current
during the grid-connected mode and well regulated inverter
voltage during the stand-alone mode, but also smooth and
automatic transfer between the two modes of operation. The
proposed inverter is suitable for single-phase utility-interactive
residential power generation.
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